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Frostbite 
2018/19 Series 

racing 
The 2018/19 

Frostbite Series is 
now underway and 
the two class sizes 
are being led by 

Peter Mitchell (Big 
ones) and John Haine 
(Small ones). The 
next Series is the 

Spring and that is 
schedules to begin on 
19 March - although 

the trial racing 
arrangements as 
discussed at the 
recent AGM will 

affect how this Series 
progresses. Please 
check the MYG 

page on the FPSC 
website for news.

NEWSLETTER

Warm welcome to all our new Members 
As mentioned at the recent AGM, the lack of our previous Meet & Greet arrangements to welcome new mem-
bers should not be taken by such new members as lack of interest or pleasure at their arrival! Please could any new 
member who has joined since say Autumn 2018 please send a brief pen picture of themselves to the Editor. There 
is no intention to publish a full CV (!) but a few well-chosen words would help MYG members to welcome them. 

The last Trip/Outing was in November…. 
…..and the next one is a Skittles evening on Saturday 
March 2 as organised by the main club. If anyone 
wishes to join the 11 so far already signed up for this 
fun event, please contact Paul Brooks quite soon. 
After that, the next trip seems likely to be to a Brew-
ery in Sussex in May. Thereafter in late May there is a 
trip (sadly already fully booked) to visit the Spitfire 
renovation museum and factory at Biggin Hill. If any-
one wishes to be part of this, a group of 10 is required, 
so please contact Paul Brooks if you wish to start a 
second group. Peter Wallis will be sending round a 
general overview of the 2019 trips shortly.

Our front page picture this 
time is a small fleet of three 
15 Metres (full sized) with 

another classic yacht during 
a recent St Tropez Regatta.  
A small prize is available to 

anyone (excl any MYG mod-
el 15M owner!) who correct-

ly identifies the “other 
boat”.
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Race Officers for the next few weeks 
Tuesday 5 Feb - Messrs Wallis & his pal ANO
Tuesday 12 Feb - Messrs Webb & Hetem
Tuesday 19 Feb - Messrs Whitehead & Lewis
Tuesday 26 Feb - Messrs Martin & Christie
Tuesday 18 Dec - Messrs Coley & another ANO
Please check that you are able to do your 
RO Duty on the days shown and seek help 
if you cannot.

The last part of Mr Mitchell’s gripping saga on designing a 10R was published in the last Newsletter so a new 
piece to challenge the intellects and interest of members was sought. 

Andy Andrews has obliged (thank you Andy) with some words on one of his many interests - 
namelyAstronomy. More will follow in future editions and members should be prepared for an     

Astronomy exam at a later date. 

Astronomy – Occasional Jottings 1 
Empty Space? 
At MYG recently one conversation picked on the news that the spacecraft Voyager 2 had finally “left the solar 
system”, prompting the question “Does this mean it is heading for empty space?”  The short answer is “yes” but a 
slightly longer answer proves to be more interesting.  To begin with we should consider what we mean by empty.  
For example, when we talk about going into an empty room – are we being accurate?
The reality is that the room contains the gases that make up the atmosphere – oxygen and nitrogen etc; dust – 
most of this will be skin cells that we shed constantly, but there may also be fine grit blown north from the Saha-
ra and even the minute traces of microscopic ash formed when meteors burn up in the atmosphere; and radi-
ation such as light waves, wi-fi signals, and things like the neutrinos that stream out from the Sun, of which 
around a trillion trillion pass through each of us every second.  Suddenly our ‘empty’ room is not so empty after 
all.
The Sun emits a lot more than neutrinos though, and the solar wind includes various other particles that travel 
out at enormous speeds like a gigantic expanding bubble.  The Earth is normally protected from these harmful 
particles by its magnetic field but sometimes they can break through, creating the aurorae and even causing 
power lines to burn out.  Fortunately, most of the solar wind passes by us into space; slowing down slightly but 
still going fast enough to create an outward pressure.
So, does “empty” space just contain the thin remnants of our solar wind?  No, just like our room it contains a lot 
many things.  First, similar particles are heading towards us from all the other stars – of which there are billions.  
And there is dust, ice, debris from exploding stars, various chunks of cosmic rubble, and many kinds of radi-
ation.  Together this cocktail of material creates an inward pressure.
Scientists had long believed that “somewhere out there” should be a region of space where the inward and out-
ward pressures would happen to be equal and opposite, and would therefore nullify each other.  Astonishingly, 
the two Voyager spacecraft, launched in 1977 but using 60’s technology, still worked well enough to detect tiny 
changes in their sensors as they crossed the expected null region (named the heliopause) and V2 actually did it 
on November 5th 2018. 

.

Trip ideas for the 2019 please 
As shown on Page 1, there are lots of plans for a 
number of exciting trips in 2019 but more ideas are 
always welcome - to Peter Wallis please. 
In addition to Alice for 2109, how about Bellring-
ing or Yeovilton Fleet Air Arm museum or Go-cart-
ing indoors or Potholing in Farnham or……? 

All suggestions to Peter Wallis please
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For many practical reasons the heliopause is widely considered to be the edge of the solar system – hence the 
news headlines about V2 crossing it – but, in reality the Sun’s gravity extends even further.

For those who like big numbers, V2 is currently around 1010 miles from Earth and is travelling at ~36,000 
mph; its huge distance means that its radio signals take about 14 hours to get here.  

Even at this great speed it will take V2 some 40,000 years to reach our Solar System’s nearest star.  Sadly, it 
will be cold and silent when it gets there.  Both Voyagers have a small nuclear generator to provide electrical 
power  for  their  instruments  and  radio  transmitters,  and  to  create  enough  heat  to  prevent  their  ancient 
electronics from freezing solid.  V2’s generator is already below half power and it seems doubtful that it will work 
much beyond 2025.  And by then the distance from Earth will be even greater, further weakening the radio signals 
getting back to us.

Nevertheless, the two Voyagers have confirmed the position of the heliopause and helped to prove that empty 
space isn’t all that empty; they now travel on to help clutter it up just little more.  It is sobering to think, though, 
that in a million years’ time these two silent items of space junk might be the only evidence that humans ever 
existed.

Andy Andrews, December 2018

If there are a spare few inches you cannot beat a Narrowboat picture! 
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The MYG’s AGM was held on Tuesday 22 January 2019 

The formal AGM business re-elected the Chairman (Nick Royse),  the Secretary (Jon Maslin)  and the Bosun 
(Roger Carter) - leaving the Sailing Secretary position unfilled. 
Peter Wallis gave a summary of the trips enjoyed by members over the 2018 year and of those currently being in-
vestigated for 2019. The annual Alice (a Thames barge from Portsmouth to Cowes and back) day is booked for 
Wednesday 4 September 2019 and a visit to a local Brewery is planned for early May. As ever, any suggestions 
from members for such events would be welcome.

Under AOB the discussion ranged over a number of topics but the most significant ones were…..

The Sailing Programme for 2019 etc

Roger Pearce presented, as requested, an alternative sailing program for the next season to seek to add some 
variety and provide opportunities for some single class half-day events to improve the skippers experience by not 
having multiple classes sharing the course at the same time. By time limiting the duration of the races, eight 
could be achieved (wind permitting) in the two hours before lunch. The number of Free Sailing days would be 
similar to current programs and the series races would be reduced to two longer events.
It was hoped that this plan would encourage IOM skippers back to the main racing area were the fleet size has 
diminished significantly, partly due to the mixed classes.
Some queried their ability to sail while the single class events were taking place and it was pointed out that there 
is a significant area of water that could be used without interfering with the class event - plus the water would be 
available for the second half of the day for the usual free sailing.
There was however no clear enthusiasm for adopting the proposal and the Captain proposed that, for a trial pe-
riod, alternate classes could be tried during the first series race. The skippers who were off the water could act as 
observers to improve the conduct of the racing. As only one class would be on the water at a time it would be un-
likely that each fleet could get eight races in a normal day as extra time will be needed changing class for each 
race and waiting for stragglers to finish. The trial period would be the Spring Series starting on 19 March and 
ending on 21 May 2-019. The views of members on how this trial period was viewed would be sought after 21 May.

In addition to the trial Sailing Programme, the possibility of using a third Course area to the East of the cur-
rent areas (that is away from the Clubhouse) was discussed and a proposal would be made to the Steering Group 
on that. 
Peter Wallis also enquired if members would wish to have a MYG-logo’d cap (costing about £10 each) of which 
around 25 were produced and sold a few years ago. There would need to be a minimum run of 25 produced and 
after a brief show of hands indicating interest, members were asked to contact Peter if they were interested. A 
pic is shown below to tempt you!
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MYG makes contribution to charity 

As mentioned at the AGM recently, the various collections made for the chosen charity in 2018 (The 
Vine, Aldershot) were totted up and we have received a very nice letter from The Vine thanking every-
one for their gifts. Thank you to Peter Mitchell for his suggestion to collect for this charity and for his 
liaison with them during the year.
The main collection was made at the Summer Picnic (together with the supply and cooking of the 
hamburgers etc at the picnic) and extra funds were added at the Footy Open - making a super total of 
£347.  
Thank you very much to all who made this such a wonderful total for this most worthwhile local chari-
ty.
We now need to choose a charity for our collecting efforts in 2019 - all members are asked to send in 
their suggestions to the Steering Group.
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Letters (?) to the Editor 

Dear Sir
I would like to thank all those who attended the MYG Christmas lunch on 11 December 2018 
both for an excellent lunch in very pleasant surroundings but also for yet more juicy morsels for 
my memoirs and for the “MYG Book of Scandals” that I have been compiling for the last few 
years. As ever, I was able to join the lunch incognito and served many of the guests with their 
turkey without detection. I will continue to be vigilant in obtaining such items in the coming 
months and years until my book’s publication. All assistance gratefully received as all book prof-
its go to me!
Best regards
Quentin Lettuce

Dear Sir
I am an expert sailor and also an expert in the rules of racing (RRS) and was surprised to notice 
on a recent Tuesday that some yachts collided with or touched other boats during a race. I 
thought that was supposed to be frowned upon in the RRS but perhaps I have missed some-
thing. I also noticed that yachts causing other yachts to alter course without any right of way 
failed to do a penalty turn - which I thought was required in the RRS. 
I am equally perplexed by how poorly the England cricket team is performing at present in the 
West Indies test matches - but delighted/surprised at how well the Rugby team performed v Ire-
land. My perplexion (sic) is maintained by what is or is not going on at Westminster about Brexit 
(what a dreadful word!).
My question therefore is to ask whether my confusion is down to my mental/intellectual inade-
quacies or to global warming destabilising everything nowadays or what? I think we need to be 
told.
Yours irrationally
Nigel Dumpster

Sir
I am a member of the MYA but receive no communications at all from them. Am I alone in this 
or is there a news blackout applied to MYA things? I think I have a computer and an email ad-
dress - but still I get nothing. Can this be remedied please? Who can assist me?
Thank you.
Yours
J Bonnington-Jagworth (ex “Peter Simple” contributor for those aged over 65)
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Welfare Officer 
Peter Wallis has volunteered to become our self-appointed Welfare Officer and as you would expect, he 
has been busy.
Firstly, Mark Greenwood has been in hospital in London but is now gratefully at home again. In addi-
tion, Bryan Stichbury is greatly improved as those who met him at the AGM will testify.  Jim Philips is 
also recovering well in spite of receiving a “Get Well soon” ecard -  so much so that he has returned 
briefly on recent Tuesdays. Our recent ex-member Derek Lance is also progressing well but slowly.

Peter Wallis will endeavour to keep tabs on our members and keep us informed - without intruding on 
anyone’s privacy of course. Our best wishes to all who have been/are indisposed at present.

Boats for Sale 

Derek Lance still has for sale his ISIS I IOM. It has 3 sets of sails in a sail box, the Transmitter is a 
Spectrum Dx6i with cover for those cold days, plus any bits and pieces required. The boat was refur-
bished about 2-3 years ago and has not been sailed significantly since then. Price £550. 
Please contact Derek or your Editor.

Peter Wallis has for sale a Classic Marblehead by Chris Dicks.
He needs more space so she needs a new custodian........................
Built late 1970 - with 3 sets of sails and nearly new winch and rudder servo. Pic below.
Price £300. 
Located: North Hampshire
Peter Wallis  phwallis@btinternet.com or 07785 780372
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The MYG Christmas lunch was held on Tuesday 11 December 2018 
It was attended by some 30 members/wives/partners and was enjoyed by all. The venue (Farnham 
House hotel) coped well with all our attendees together with a number of others lunching with 
Probus. If any member wishes to suggest a venue for the 2019 lunch in December 2019 please 
contact anyone you wish.

Now that the Newsletter is back for its fourth edition…. 
….in the current format, a few ground rules for everyone but especially all new members! 
Any item that a member wishes to put forward for inclusion in any Newsletter will be welcomed - as ob-
taining copy is the hard bit, not just getting  it issued. Please send any articles/jokes/opinions etc to the 
Editor (Paul Brooks) in  any format that is convenient before the publication date, which is late January - 
and then roughly every two months thereafter.

Secondly, there needs to be a brief explanation about the role that Quentin & Nigel play here.
For the new arrivals and the terminally unaware long-term members, Quentin Lettuce and Nigel Dump-
ster have been the roving correspondents of this publication from the start. Very few if any people have 
ever met them (excl. of course your Editor) and survived - so a short write up on each is the best way to 
keep you all in the picture. 
Quentin was born into an Army family (Father a Corporal in the Catering Corps) so his early years were 
spent in a variety of establishments mostly in the less desirable parts of the UK. His education was, as a 
result fragmented but he did acquire one O Level in Media Studies (Grade D)at a somewhat dubious 
“theatre” in Soho. His career followed a downward trajectory from that point - he is now something in 
Management at B&Q (Shelf stacker).
Nigel’s home-education ended at 16 following a much misunderstood incident involving his Housemas-
ter’s daughter and her cat. He then embarked on a succession of Gap Years and ski seasons until his fa-
ther decided to economise by reducing young Nigel’s allowance to well below subsistence level. There  
followed a spell with his great Uncles’s advertising agency until the Advertising Standards Authority de-
clared his copy unfit for publication. He now earns his keep as a part-time gigolo on cruise liners.
They live somewhere in the Surrey hills and meet furtively from time to time to exchange gossip. It has 
been said that, had they been farmers, and had spread the fertiliser as well as they spread rumours, they 
would have fed the Third World with the food left over!
Their contributions to this publication are spasmodic and often somewhat irascible but invariably chal-
lenging and, as they have always intended, often amusing. Welcome back Q&N and we look forward (!?) 
to your contributions to future Newsletters.


